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Positive solutions of the nonlinear eigenvalue problem Au = uu for a forced, 
convex, isotone, compact operator on a partially ordered locally convex topological 
vector space E are considered. Denote by u* the infimum of the set of u for which 
the equation has a solution u in the positive cone K of E. u* is characterized as the 
saddle value of a functional JA determined by A and defined on the Cartesian 
product of K and its dual K*. 
Betrachtet werden positive Losungen der nichtlinearen Eigenwertaufgabe 
Au = uu, wobei A ein erzwungener, konvexer, isotoner und kompakter Operator auf 
einem halbgeordneten Banachraum E ist. Es bezeichne u* das Intimum der u, fiir 
die Au = uu eine Losung innerhalb des positiven Kegels K von E besitzt. Dann ist 
u* ein Sattelwert eines zu A gehorigen Funktionals das auf dem Kartesischen 
Produkt von K und seinem dualen Kegel K* definiert ist. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A be a compact (i.e., completely continuous), isotone operator on the 
positive cone K of a partially ordered locally convex topological vector 
space E satisfying A0 > 0. We consider the following well-studied “nonlinear 
eigenvalue problem”: To find all real numbers i > 0 and all u E K satisfying 
td=&4; (1-l) 
for a summary of much of the work on this problem, see the review article 
by Amann [ 11. It is known that the set of all “eigenvalues” 1 > 0 for which 
(l-l) has a solution u E K is an interval of the form (0, A,*) or (0, AT], and it 
is clearly of interest to characterize the “critical number” n: ; the purpose of 
this paper is to give such a characterization directly in terms of the 
operator A. 
Under certain restrictive conditions on A, it is known (cf. [8]) that A,* is 
the inverse of the positive eigenvalue of the asymptotic derivative of A ; this 
result, however, is about equivalent to the uniqueness of solutions of (l-l) 
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for given 1, and the most interesting problem is when A is such that the 
solutions are not unique. Other work on characterizing A,* has been done by, 
e.g., Wake and Rayner [ 161, but none of this work gives an expression for 
A$ directly in terms of A. A few years ago, Zwahlen [ 17) and Laetsch [lo] 
independently gave a “minimax” characterization of A,* (Eq. (l-2) below), 
and [lo] also contained a “maximin” characterization for the case of 
convex A (Eq. (l-3) below). This paper contains the proofs of and 
elaborations on the results announced in [lo]. Zwahlen’s paper [ 171 contains 
a concrete form of the minimax principle for ordinary differential equations. 
The characterization of A,* expresses the inverse a$ = @x)-r as the 
inf-sup of a functional JA defined on the Cartesian ‘product K* x K, where 
K* is the dual cone of K (i.e., the cone of positive, continuous linear 
functionals on K). The number JA(& u) is defined as the quotient 
for 4 E K* and u E K when I and 4(u) are not both zero. With an 
appropriate definition of J,($, u) when #(Au) = 4(u) = 0, we show that 
when A is as described above. If, in addition, A is convex and maps K into 
the interior of K (assumed nonempty), then we show that 0: is a saddle 
value; in addition to (l-2), we have 
a: = sup inf J,(#, u). 
QEK* UEK 
(l-3) 
(This result, given in Theorem I of Section 2 and in Theorem 4.2 of 
Section 4, is actually proved under an assumption on A which is weaker than 
compactness; essentially only convexity and isotonicity are needed.) 
This characterization of (A,*)- ’ allows a simple derivation of a “pertur- 
bation” result, describing how the critical points vary with q when one has a 
family {A,,} of operators depending on a parameter 17. This is described 
briefly in Section 7. 
As indicated by the fact that (l-2) and (l-3) are formulas for 
a: = (A,*)-‘, it will be notationally simpler to replace the equation (l-l), 
UU = U, by the equivalent equation Au = cru, and this we do throughout the 
remainder of the paper. 
Our notation and basic definitions are set forth in Section 2, and relatively 
simple versions of our results are presented as Theorems I and II, whose 
proofs are postponed until Section 6. We prove formula (l-2) under very 
general conditions in Section 3 (Theorem 3.2), and we discuss the 
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significance of the existence of a point u* at which the intimum in u in (l-2) 
is achieved (Proposition 3.3). Section 4 contains the proof of formula (l-3) 
(Theorem 4.2). The meaning of and conditions for the existence of a saddle 
point of JA with saddle value a; are discussed in Section 5. 
2. SUMMARY OF MAIN RESULTS 
We will be considering a partially ordered locally convex Hausdorff 
topological vector space (P&S, for short) E with a (closed) positive cone K 
and topological dual E*. As usual, u < u or ZI > u means that u - u E K. The 
dual cone, denoted by K*, is the set of all continuous linear functionals 
which are positive on K: 
K* = {Q E E*: Q(u) > 0 for all u E K}. 
We say that a subset KT of K* determines K if the following condition 
holds : 
Whenever w E E and 4(w) > 0 for all 4 E KT, then w E K. 
(Our notation is such that K* always denotes the dual cone of KC E; but, 
when subscripted, a notation such as K: simply denotes a subset of K* not 
necessarily related to any set K, 5. E.) 
If S is any subset of E, we denote by cone(S) the cone generated by S: 
cone(S) = {u E E: 3 real ,J > 0 and s E S such that u = As}. G-1) 
The topological interior of a set S s E will be denoted by int(S). 
Let A : K + E be an operator. We say that A is isotone if 0 < u < v implies 
Au<Av;A isconuexifuEK,vEKimply 
for all nonnegative numbers GI and /3 with a + ,8 = 1. 
Given an operator A: K -+ E, we define 
Z,={a>0:3uEKwithAu=au} P-2) 
and set a: = inf(Z,) if Z:, # 0, u$ = +03 otherwise. Since we will be dealing 
with only one operator A throughout most of this paper, we will generally 
omit the subscript A and write u* = inf(Z). 
The following two theorems summarize, in a rather general form, our 
basic results. The proofs will be given below, in Section 6. For simplicity, we 
limit ourselves to a partially ordered Banach space (POBS) here. In the 
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following theorems and throughout he paper, an expression of the form c/d 
with c # 0 and d = 0 is to be understood as t co. 
THEOREM I (Minimax principle). Let the positive cone K of a POBS E 
have a nonempty interior, and suppose that the convex, isotone operator A 
maps K into the interior of K. Suppose that every order-bounded subset of K 
is bounded. Define Z, as in (2-2) and define JA : K* x K + [0, t 03 ] by 
ifuEK,O#$EK* 
ifuEK,#=O. 
Then Z,, if nonempty, is an interval of the form (a,:, tco) with 
O<a,* < tco, or [a,*, too) with 0 < a; < +co, and 
a,* = inf sup JA($, u) 
u 6 
= sup inf JA(#, u). 
@ u 
There exists a nonzero & E K* such that the supremum of inf,, J($, u) is 
assumed at & : 
For the definitions of saddle point and subdifferential used in the 
Theorem II, see Definitions 5.1 and 5.2 below. 
THEOREM II (Saddle-point characterization). In addition to the notation 
and assumptions of Theorem I, assume that A satisfies either an isotone 
compactness condition, or an anti-isotone-compactness condition, as follows: 
If {u,} is an increasing (i.e., isotone) order-bounded sequence [or, a 
decreasing (i.e., anti-isotone) sequence] in K, then {Au,} converges, and if 
under this condition on {u,}, {u,} is also convergent, say to v, then 
Au, --$ Av. Let ,ti be a positive number, ii a vector in K, and $ a functional in 
K*. If the property 
p,<& u; P) 
holds, then 
(q?, U) is a saddle point of JA on K* x K corresponding 
to a (necessarily finite) saddle value ,L 
p,u> p = inf(Z,), 
pm PEE,, 
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and there exists u” E K with u” < ti, 
quo, Ps> Au0 =pu”, 
and 
where a($A)(u’) denotes the subdt@erential of the convex functional 
$A: K -+ R at u”. If 4 is a strictly positive linear functional on K (e.g., if 
$E int(K*)), then we may take u” = U in P,(u’,,ti) and P,(u’,,tT). rf A is 
strongly convex (i.e., if (cz.4~ + (1 - a) Av - A(au + (1 - a) v)) E int(K) 
whenever 0 < a < 1 and u # v), then u” = U is the unique solution of 
P,(uO, ,a. 
Conversely: 
(a) if P,@) and P&T) hold, then there exist $E K*\{O} and ziE K 
- - such that PO@, u, ,u) holds; 
(b) if P,(U) and P,(i& ,ti) hold, then there exists $E K*\(O) such that 
I’,($, zi, ,t7) holds; 
(c) ifP,(U;P) and P,<$, - u, j) hold, then PO@, zi, ,t7) holds. 
3. THE INF-SUP CHARACTERIZATION 
We begin the detailed discussion of our results by singling out that 
property of operators which leads directly to the general “minimax” charac- 
terization of the infimum u* of the set C. 
3.1. DEFINITION. Let A be an operator on the positive cone K of a 
POCS E. We say that A has the weak supersolution property if A is forced 
(i.e., A0 > 0) and if, whenever there exists u. E (0, +co) and U, E K’with 
Au, < u,,uo, then the equation Au = uu has a solution u E K for every 
u E (uo, +co). If solutions exist for every u E [a,, +co), then A has the 
strong supersolution property. 
The following facts are obvious or follow from known results and give an 
indication of the breadth of this concept. If A has the weak or strong super- 
solution property, then so does AA for every A > 0. If A is om-compact [ 121 
(in particular, if A is compact and continuous and K is normal, or if A is 
continuous and K is order complete), forced, and isotone, then A has the 
strong supersolution property. If A is K-positively convex [ 111 (also called 
“order convex”), forced, and isotone, and if every o-bounded subset of K is 
bounded, then A has the weak supersolution property [ 11, Theorems 3.3 and 
4.21. 
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If A has the weak supersolution property and if Z is nonempty, then 
0 <u* < +co, and Z is an interval of the form [cr*, +co) or ((T*, +a~), 
depending on whether or not the equation Au = u*u has a solution in K. 
Assuming only the weak supersolution property for A, we are able to 
obtain an inf-sup characterization of u*. For convenience in later 
applications, we allow some leeway in the sets over which the inf-sup is 
taken in this theorem and in Theorem 4.2 below. 
3.2. THEOREM. Suppose A : K + E has the weak supersolution property, 
and define o* = inf(.Z) as above (so that 0 Go* < +a~). Let KT be a set 
which is contained in the dual cone K* of K and which determines K, and let 
Kf be a cone satisfying KT G KF E K”. Let K, be a subset of K containing 
the “unpointed cone generated by the range of A: 
K, 1 u (AA(K): 1 > 0). 
DefineJ:K*XK+[O,+cr,] by 
i O9 if $(Au) = o(u) = 0 
-%h u> = $(Au) 
I d(u) ’ 
otherwise; 
and 
,O’ = Ui;i sup $(Au). 
I 06K; 
m(u)< 1 
(3-l) 
(3-2) 
(3-3) 
Then C is nonempty if and only tf ,ti and p’ are finite, and 
a* =P=B’. (3-4) 
(Thus p and p’ are independent of the particular choice of sets K,* , KF , and 
K, satisfying the required conditions.) 
Proof The idea of the proof is simple: If u E L, then there is u E K, 
such that Au = (TU, and hence (ignoring temporarily the possibility that 
4(u) = #(Au) = 0), u = #(Au)/@(u) for all 4 E K*, so that 
for all u E Z. Conversely, if u satisfies this inequality, then it follows that for 
some u E K, and for all 4 E K$, #(Au -au) < 0, so by choice of KT, 
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Au < uu. Since A has the weak supersolution property, we conclude that 
(a, +oo) 2 Z. These two results combine to show that 
inf sup fJYAu) - u* 
UEK, OsK; 4(u) 
if #(Au) and g(u) are never simultaneously zero. The functional J is defined 
so as to account for the latter possibility, and a straightforward argument 
shows that J is defined for $(Au) = (d(u) = 0 in such a way that ,ii = u*. The 
fact that ,Li’ (Eq. (3-3)) also equals (I* is proved similarly. 
Remark. Theorem 3.2 remains valid if the functional J is redefined in the 
following more complicated way for the case #(AU) = 4(u) = 0: 
JM u> = 
1 
0, if@=0 
( 
> if d # 0 and I = 4(u) = 0, 
where 0 < < < <,, and &, is defined as follows: 
The proof of (3-4) given above is a straightforward comparison of the 
definition of 02 and the definition of JA. An alternative approach to the 
proof, which is the way we discovered the result, is based on the duality 
theory of linear programming (cf. [4, p. 571). The dual of the linear 
programming problem: 
w For fixed u in K, find inf {a > 0: Au < uu }, 
is the problem: 
(LPD) For fixed u in K, find sup{$(Au): d(u) < 1, Q E K*}. 
Thus the formula for 02 may be derived formally as follows: 
a$ = inf {a: for some u in K, Au < au} 
= in! inf {u>O:Au~uu} 
= in; sup {#(Au): 4(u) < I,# E K*) 
provided an appropriate interpretation is given to #(Au)/#(u) when the 
denominator is zero. 
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The following proposition and its corollary show the relation between the 
existence of a point u at which the infimum in Eq. (3-2) is assumed and the 
existence of a solution u* of Au, = u*u* , where u* = inf(L). The proofs are 
straightforward. 
3.3. PROPOSITION. Retain the notation and assumptions of Theorem 3.2. 
If the infimum ,C in (3-2) or (3-3) isfinite, then there exists ziE K, such that 
AC < pzi if and only if the @mum is assumed at k [i.e., 
or 
3.4. COROLLARY. Retain the notation and assumptions of Theorem 3.2. 
If o* E Z and Au, = u*u*, then the infimum in both equations (3-2) and 
(3-3) is assumed at u*. If A has the strong supersolution property, then the 
inJimum in (3-2) or (3-3) is assumed at some dE K, ly and only if 
#li=U”EZ. 
When E is the space of continuous functions on a compact subset C of R”, 
then the set Kf in Theorem 3.2 may be taken to be the set of evaluations at 
the points of C (sending u in E into u(x)), and the inf-sup characterization 
(3-4) takes the form 
Au(x) u*= inf sup- 
UEKI xsc u(x) ’ 
with the ratio replaced by 0 if Au(x) = u(x) = 0. The case when A is an 
integral operator of the form 
Au(x) = 1 G(x, y)f (uO>> y> dy, 
where G is a positive kernel andf([, ) x is continuous and increasing in [, is 
discussed in detail in [ 171 (with G being the Green’s function of a two-point 
boundary value problem). See also Section IV.2 of [2]. 
4. THE SUP-INF CHARACTERIZATION 
The preceding results characterized u* as the inf-sup of a functional J 
essentially defined by J(#, u) = #(Au)/#(u). By assuming that the operator A 
409/102/2-4 
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is convex and that the cone K has a nonempty interior into which A maps K, 
we can deduce that also u* = sup, inf,, J, and hence obtain a saddle-point 
characterization of G*. The proof of this is based on the following alternative 
theorem, which we cite here for convenience: 
4.1. LEMMA. Let E be a POCS with a positive cone K which has 
nonempty interior. Let F be a convex subset of E, and let F: F-+ E be convex. 
Then exactly one of the following two alternatives holds: 
(i) there exists x E F such that -F(x) E int(K); 
(ii) there exists nonzero 4 E K* such that, for all x E F, $(F(x)) > 0. 
This alternative theorem, in varying degrees of generality, is due to many 
authors, including Craven and Mond [3] and Hoang Tuy [5]. A convenient 
reference is [4, Theorem 2.5.11. 
When we add the assumption that A(K) c int(K), then the definition of J 
(Theorem 3.2) simplifies because the case #(Au) = #(u) = 0 for 4 # 0 does 
not arise. In this case, Theorem 3.2 and Lemma 4.1 combine to give the 
following result: 
4.2. THEOREM. Let A: K --* E be convex and have the weak supersolution 
property. Suppose that int(K) # 0 and A(K) c int(K). Let K, be any set 
satisfying int(K) G K, G K, and K: be any subset of K* such that K* = cone 
(K:). Define J: K* x K + [0, +a~] by 
lj-#=O 
otherwise. 
(J is well defined since $(Au) > 0 for all $ > 0, u > 0.) 
Then 
= sup inf J(#, u). 
ea; UEK, 
(4-lb) 
(The assumption of the weak supersolution property is almost superfluous 
in the presence of the convexity assumption, for if every order-bounded set in 
K is bounded, then convexity implies the weak supersolution property, as 
was observed above.) 
Proof: Since A(K) c int(K), the functional J here defined is the same as 
the J of Theorem 3.2. The sets K, and KT satisfy the hypotheses imposed in 
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Theorem 3.2. Thus o* = inf sup J > sup infJ =,u, . We choose ,~r > ,uu* and 
show that ,u, > u*. By the definition of ,u* as a sup-inf, for all nonzero 
d E K:, there exists U) E K, such that J(#, Us) < pi. Thus J(#, uQ) is finite, 
#(urn) > 0, and J(& u$) = #(Au,)/~(u,) < p,. Let w be any nonzero element 
of K* = cone(K;*). Then there exist a positive number a and a functional # 
in KT such that (u = a#, so that yl(Au,)/yl(u,) < ,~i. Changing notation 
slightly, we see that for every nonzero I,U E K* there exists tlti E K, such that 
By Lemma 4.1 and the convexity of A, there exists u0 E K such that 
-(AU,, -,D,u,,) E int(K). Since A has the weak supersolution property, 
(,~i, +co) c Z, so pl > u*. It follows that ,u* = u*, and (4-lb) is established. 
This completes the proof. 
It is straightforward to verify that J as defined above is “quasi- 
concave-convex”; see [ 141 for the definition. Thus Theorem 4.2 is also a 
consequence of Theorem 3.2 and a general saddle-value theorem (cf. [ 14; 6]), 
but it seems to be just as simple to prove the result directly instead of 
showing that the hypotheses of these theorems are satisfied. 
The question of whether the suppremum in Eq. (4-lb) is a maximum has a 
simpler answer here than the analogous question about the inlimum in u 
answered by Proposition 3.3. With appropriate choice of KT, the supremum 
is always attained (and the convexity of A is not necessary for this): 
4.3. PROPOSITION. Suppose that int(K) # 0 and A maps K into int(K). 
Let K, be any set as in Theorem 4.2, and define 
where J is defined as in Theorem 4.2. Then there exists a positive 6E K* at 
which the supremum in (4-2) is attained; i.e., 
,u* = inf{J(& u): u E K,), (4-3) 
and, for any such $, we have 
&W > iu, $04. (4-4) 
for all u E K, . 
Proof. Choose any u,, E int(K), and take 
Kf = (Q E K*: &,) = 1). 
Then K; is a base for K* and thus generates K* (cf. [7, Sect. 3.8]), and so 
the values of J on K: x K, are the same as those on K* X K, (except at 
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# = 0). On KP x K,, J(#, U) = #(Au)/d(u). In the weak*-topology on E*, K,* 
is compact; J(#, U) is upper semicontinuous in 4 on K:, and so is inf,J(d, u). 
Thus the supremum in (4-2) is assumed at some $E KT : 
Formula (4-4) follows immediately. 
Clearly we could replace K* in Proposition 4.3 by any subset of K* 
containing a base Kf as in the proof above. 
5. SADDLE-POINT AND SADDLE-VALUE CHARACTERIZATIONS 
We recall the following: 
5.1. DEFINITION. Let J be an extended real-valued functional defined on 
a set containing the Cartesian product VX U of two sets V and U. A pair 
(U; zi) E V x U is called a saddle point of J on V X U corresponding to the 
saddle value ,U if p = J(V; zi) and 
J(v, ~2) & J(v; ti) < J(v; u). 
for all v E V and ZJ E V. A pair (V; z.i) is a saddle point of J on V x U if and 
only if 
J(v; U) = in; J(z7, u) = w; jz; J(v, u) 
= sup J(v, zI) = in; ;;; J(v, u). 
UEV 
Cf. [ 15, Sect. 36, especially p. 3801. In general, the saddle value ,ii of J (if it 
exists) is given by 
/i = hf, w; J(v, u) = s,~‘: ini J(v, u). 
By Theorem 3.2, if the functional J of that theorem has a saddle value ,U, 
then ji=a* = inf(Z), and Theorem 4.2 characterizes u* as the saddle value 
in the convex case. This naturally raises the questions of whether the 
supremum and inlimum are assumed, whether the function J has a saddle 
point, and what the meaning of the saddle point is. These questions have 
been partially answered by Proposition 3.3, Corollary 3.4, and 
Proposition 4.3. In this section we will first give a characterization of a 
saddle point of J in the general (nonconvex) case and then show that, when 
A is convex and has the strong supersolution property, then J has a saddle 
point if and only if u* E Z. 
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If J has a saddle point (6, U), then one can expect that, for an appropriate 
choice of ti, Ati = u*U, and at least we have Ab < a*k. The meaning of $ can 
be clarified by considering the case when A is smooth. In this case, the 
implicit function theorem implies that if Au = uu has a solution U* 
corresponding to u = u* (so that there are no solutions for u < u*), then u* 
is in the spectrum of the Frechet derivative A’(u,), and, under appropriate 
additional hypotheses, the linear operator adjoint to A’(u,) has a positive 
eigenvector $* E K* corresponding to the eigenvalue (I*. It turns out, as is 
easy to verify, that (&, u*) is a saddle point of J corresponding to the 
saddle value u*. As we will show, this result admits of a substantial 
generalization to the case where A is not necessarily differentiable. The 
generalization is suggested by writing the eigenvector equation for &, viz., 
4d’(u,) = u*& > as an equation for the derivative of the composition 
&A: K-t I?, viz. (MY (u*> = a*#* > and then replacing the derivative 
(#* A)‘(u,) by the more general support set or subdifferential a(#, A)(+). 
5.2. DEFINITION. If f: S + (-co, +co ] is an extended real-valued 
function on a subset S of E, the support set off (relative to S) at a point 
uO E S is the set a,f(u,) of all linear functionals 4 E E* such that, for all 
u E s, 
f(u) -fh-J a 4(u - kJ* 
When f is convex, the support set is the subdifferential off; in this case, if u, 
is interior to S and f has a Gateaux derivative f’(u,), then a,f(u,) = 
if ‘(ucJl* 
The preceding discussion suggests that the appropriate characterization of 
the functional $ for a saddle point (6, ti) of J is that $ is an “eigenvector” of 
the multivalued mapping 4 -+ a,(#A)( -) u corresponding to the “eigenvalue” 
u*: 
u*$ E &($A >(U>, (5-l) 
where 
Aii = a*~?: 
a precise form of this result is given in Proposition 5.3 and Theorem 5.4 
below. 
Proposition 5.3 is an immediate consequence of the following general 
comments on the properties of a saddle point of J as defined in Theorem 3.2, 
Eq. (3-l). Let A: K + K be any operator. Suppose first that (& zi) is a saddle 
point of J on K: X K,, where K: E K* and K, 5 K, with a positive, finite 
saddle value ,K It follows immediately that, for all u E K,, 
0 f &W > P&4, (5-2) 
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and 
&Au) - &AZ-i) > ,$(u - U), 
so that 
4 E 4&A )(a 
furthermore, if K,* determines K, .I($, U) < J(& 11) implies 
(5-3) 
(5-4) 
Ati<#liuP. (5-5) 
Also, of course, we have the “transversality condition” $(Au - fiti) = 0. 
To obtain a converse, one needs to take into account the possibility that 
#(Au) = g(u) = 0 in the definition of .I(#, u). Doing so, one sees easily that if 
,U E (0, +a~), $E K:, and P E K, satisfy (5-2) for all u E K, and (5-5), then 
(4, zi) is a saddle point of J on K,* X (K, f7 {u: &Au) > 0)) corresponding to 
the saddle value ,L. By adding the hypothesis that A(K) or int(K) as in 
Theorem 4.2, we obtain: 
5.3. PROPOSITION. Let the sets K, and KF and the functional J be as in 
Theorem 3.2, and suppose that int(K) # 0 and A(K) E int(K). Let 
(6, ii) E K: X K, with $# 0, and let ,ti be a positive number. Then the 
following are equivalent: 
saddika)val$ ,t? 
u is a saddle point of J on Kf x K I corresponding to the 
-. 
(b) ($, tii and ,ti satisfy Eqs. (5-2) and (5-5)for all u E K, ; 
(c) (6, U) and ,t? satisfv (5-4), (5-5), and &Au -IX) = 0. 
If any of these conditions holds and A has the weak supersolution 
property, then .ii = inf(Z). 
The assertion that ,C = inf(Z) is a consequence of Theorem 3.2. 
When A is convex, Theorem 4.2 shows that J has a saddle value 
u* = inf(Z). The following theorem now shows that if u* E L, then J has a 
saddle point. 
5.4. THEOREM. Assume the notation and hypotheses of Theorem 4.2. If 
there exists ii E K such that Au Q o*P (in particular, if u* E Z), where, as 
usual, a* = inf(Z), then there exists a positive functional $ satisfying 
&N 2 ~*&4 (5-6) 
for all u E K, and any such 6 is an “eigenvector” of the multivalued mapping 
0 -+ a(#A)(U) corresponding to the “eigenvalue” u* (Eq. (5-l)). The pair 
(4, zi) is a saddle point of the functional J corresponding to the saddle value 
U*. 
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Proof. If there exists I E K such that AC < a*& then from (4-4) of 
Proposition 4.3 and Theorem 4.2 we obtain the inequality (5-6), 
&4zl) = u *f(C), and 
$Au - $Aii> u*$(u - U), 
which gives (5-l). The fact that (& zZ> is a saddle point of J follows from 
Proposition 5.3. This completes the proof. 
5.5. COROLLARY. Let A and K be as in Theorem 5.4, and suppose that A 
has the strong supersolution property. Then J has a saddle point if and only 
tf o* E .Z; in this case, o* is the saddle value, and there exists a positive 
o* E K” such that for any solution u* of Au, = o*u*, the pair (o*, u*) is a 
saddle point of J. 
If there does not exist U such that Au < a*zi (so that u* G?.G C), then instead 
of (5-l), we can prove under additional hypotheses that the functional f of 
(5-8) is an adjoint eigenvector of the asymptotic derivative of A. We assume 
for simplicity throughout the rest of this section that our space E is a Banach 
space. 
We recall the following definition: 
5.6. DEFINITION. Let A: K + K be an operator on the positive cone of a 
POBS E. The operator A is said to be K-asymptotically linear if there exists 
a continuous linear operator, denoted by A’(+co), on E such that 
,im Au-A’(+e&o 
I/ul/+m Ilull * 
UEK 
The values of A’(+oo) on K may be determined by the formula 
A’(+co) h = ulimm P-‘A@h). 
Ll 
We say that A’(+co) is K-compact if it maps bounded subsets of K into 
relatively compact sets. 
5.7. LEMMA. Suppose that A: K + K has a K-compact K-asymptotic 
derivative A’(+oo) such that A’(+oo)(K\{O}) G int(K). Let ,uu* be defined as 
in Proposition 4.3. Suppose there exists an unbounded sequence {u,} of 
solutions of Au, = on u,, with u, + ,u* . Then any functional 4 maximizing 
inf( J(Q, u): u E K} is an eigenvector of the adjoint of A’(+oo) corresponding 
to the eigenvalue ,uu, (i.e., $[A’(+oo)] =p*$). 
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Proof. From the K-compactness of A’(+co) it follows that there is a 
subsequence of ( u,J] U, ]] } converging to an eigenvector h, of A’(+co) with 
eigenvalue ~1~ : A’(+co) h, =,+hm E int(K). If 6 maximizes the indicated 
functional, then for all u E K, #(AU) >p*$((u), and therefore 
@‘(+a+= ,liym p-‘$&ph)>p*gS(h) (5-7) 
for every h in K. Thus @‘(+co) --pu* 6 is an element of K* which is zero at 
h, E int(K). This implies that $A’(+co) = p* 6. 
5.8. THEOREM. Suppose that int(K) # 0 and that every order-bounded 
set in K is bounded. In addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 4.2, assume 
that A is m-compact [ 121 and K-asymptotically linear. Let the asymptotic 
derivative A’(+co) be K-compact and map K\{O} into int(K). Finally, 
suppose o* 6Z.Z and u* >O. Then any functional 4 maximizing 
inf{ .I($, u): u E K} (cf: Proposition 4.3) is an adjoint eigenvector of A’(+w) 
corresponding to the eigenvalue o*. 
Proof. The assumptions on A imply that A has the strong supersolution 
property, that for each u E E there exists a smallest positive solution u’(o) of 
Au = OU, and that the mapping u -+ u”(a) is decreasing on Z. Since u* 6Z Z, 
the family of solutions {u”(u): u E E} is unbounded as u approaches u* from 
above; if it were bounded, then m-compactness of A would imply u* E Z. 
Thus Lemma 5.7 applies to complete the proof. 
It is natural to ask whether this result can be generalized in the spirit of 
Proposition 5.3 and Theorem 5.4 without assuming, in particular, the 
existence of A’(+oo). The generalization would presumably be along the 
following lines: It is known that for any real-valued convex function f on K 
and any h E K, the limit limd++oo p-‘f (J?h) exists (possibly + co) and defines 
the recession function off, whose value at h is denoted (Rockafellar [ 151) by 
f O’(h). Thus when A is convex on K and 4 E K*, we have a recession 
function (#A) O+ which is related to the asymptotic derivative A’(+co), 
when it exists, by (q+A) O+ = o[A’(+co)]. The recession function is itself 
convex (not necessarily linear, in general), and the derivation of Eq. (5-7) 
shows that any 4 as in Lemma 5.7 satisfies 
which is a weak generalization of the eigenvector condition 
a*$= $[A’(+co)]. 
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6. PROOF OF THEOREMS I AND II 
We observe first that JA as given in Theorem I is well defined, for since 
Au E int(K) for all u E K, #(Au) > 0 for all nonzero d E K*. Hence, for 
nonzero 4, JA(Q, U) is finite when 4(u) > 0 and +ao when 4(u) = 0. 
From the fact that A is convex and every order-bounded subset of K is 
bounded, it follows that A has the weak supersolution property, as noted 
following Definition 3.1. Thus the characterization of a$ in Theorem I 
follows from Theorem 4.2, and the existence of $* follows from 
Proposition 4.3. 
If, as in Theorem II, A also satisfies an “isotone compactness condition”, 
or an “antiiisotone compactness condition,” then it is easy to verify that the 
existence of u0 > 0 and z+, such that the inequality Au, < uOuO is satisfied 
implies the existence of U, such that Au, = u,,ui is satisfied (cf. [ 121). In fact, 
under the isotone compactness condition, the increasing sequence 
((a;‘A)” (0)) converges to such a U, (and U, < u,), while under the anti- 
isotone compactness condition, the decreasing sequence ((u;‘A)” (u,,)} 
converges to such a U, (and, again, U, < u,). Thus A has the strong super- 
solution property. Therefore most of Theorem II follows from 
Proposition 5.3 and Theorem 5.4. The fact that we can take u” <zi in 
P,(u’, ,L) follows from the remarks just made, since U satisfies Ati <pIi. If $ 
is strictly positive on K (i.e., J(U) > 0 whenever u > 0) in property 
PO<& U; ,Li), then &AU - @i) = 0 and Aii - ,Gi < 0 imply that Azi = pzi, so we 
may take u” = U in P,(u’, ,E) and P,($, u”, ,6). 
Suppose that A is strongly order convex, and use the notation u < v to 
denote u - u E int(K). By Proposition 5.3(b), PO@, ti, ,E) implies AZ? < ,iiTu, 
and $(Av -,Lu) = 0 for any u with Au <,Lv. Suppose there exists u” # U 
satisfying P,(u’, U): Au0 =,Eu’. Then for any 01 E (0, l), 
thus with u = au0 + (1 - a) U, we have &Au -flu) = 0, as just remarked. But 
this contradicts the fact that ,Ev -Au E int(K). Hence u = U is the unique 
element of K satisfying Au =,Eu. This completes the proof of Theorem II. 
7. THE VARIATION OF a$ WITH A 
It is clear from the inf-sup characterization of a; = inf(z,) that a; 
increases when A increases. We give here a sharper condition (inequalities 
(7-2) and (7-3)) under which 02 increases when A changes. A similar result 
for ordinary differential equations has been obtained by Zwahlen [ 181. More 
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general results, including some for the nonasymptotically linear case, will be 
presented in [ 131. We are again working in a Banach space E. 
I. 1. THEOREM. Let K and A: K + K be as in Theorem 5.8. Let 
{A,,: 0 < n < no} be a family of compact operators on K such that for all 
u E K and all n E [0, no], 
A,u = Au + nBu + nw(n, u), (7-l) 
where B: K + K is continuous, compact, and K-asymptotically linear, and 
w: [0, no] X K + K satisfies 
Iii0 w(n, u) = 0 uniformly for u in bounded 
subsets of K 
and 
(a) If@E~A, suppose that for any u* satisfying Au, = a:u* and 
some corresponding #* satisfying (T;@* E a(&A)(u,), we have 
h@u,) > 0. (7-v 
(b) rf 4 is an eigenvalue of A’(+co) corresponding to a positive 
eigenvector (which will be the case, in particular, tf a,* 65 ZA), let h, and 4, 
denote positive eigenvectors of A’(+oo) and its adjoint (these eigenvectors 
are unique up to scalar multiples by [9, Theorem 6.3]), and suppose that 
#,B’(+m) h, > 0. (7-3) 
Then for all suJj?ciently small n, 
(7-4) 
and thus 
If a: E C, and oz is not an eigenvalue of A’(+oo) corresponding to a 
positive eigenvector, then, for all suflciently small n > 0, oA* E ZA, and 
hence 
O,*n>UA*. (7-5) 
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Proof. Suppose there exists a positive sequence {q,} converging to zero 
such that (7-4) is false for each q = qn. Then there exists a corresponding 
sequence { un} in K such that 
A,u, = u*u,,, 
where we have changed notation by writing A, for A,n and u* for oz. Let 
#* E K* be a nonzero functional maximizing inf{ J(d, u): u E K} and thus 
satisfying 
$,(Au) > u*4&) (7-6) 
for all u E K (see Proposition 4.3). Then by (7-l) we have 
$*W,> > 0*4*@“> = ~*@rl%l> 
= h@u,) + rl,lvW%J + M~YI,,, u,>)l 
and hence 
If the sequence {u,} contains a bounded subsequence, the compactness of 
A and B imply that we may choose a convergent subsequence of 
(u,,} = (a*))’ {Au,} which necessarily converges to a solution u* of 
Au, = u*u*. Hence we must be in case (a) (a* E ZA), and in this case (7-6) 
is equivalent o a*& E i#,A)(u,). P assing to the limit along this subse- 
quence in the inequality (7-7) and using the assumptions on B and UI yield, 
for any such d*, 
bt@u,) G 0. 
Since u*& E a(#, A)(u,), this contradicts (7-2). 
Thus the sequence {u,} must satisfy ll~~ll --t co as n + co. Since A’(+m) 
is K-compact, the sequence { u,Jll U, II} contains a subsequence converging to 
a positive eigenvector h, of A’(+m) corresponding to the eigenvalue a*; 
this follows from 
Au,-A’(+ao)u, 
ll%Il 
(7-8) 
If we divide the inequality (7-7) by ll~,,ll and pass to the limit along a subse- 
quence such that ~,Jll~~ll converges to h,, we obtain 
bdB’(+a~) L) < 0 (7-9) 
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since B is K-asymptotically linear. By Theorem 5.8, @.+ is a positive eigen- 
vector of the adjoint of A’(+m), and so (7-9) contradicts (7-3). Thus we 
must have c* & ZA, for all sufficiently small q. 
The last assertion of the Theorem is proved by observing that if there are 
sequences {u”}, (qn}, and {a,} such that ((u,(I + co, qn-+ 0, u, + af, and 
A,,,un=onu,, then a: is an eigenvalue of A’(+m) corresponding to a 
positive eigenvector (cf. Eq. (7-8)). Hence if a: is not an eigenvalue of 
A’(+co), it follows that for each q near 0 the set of solutions of A,u = uu is 
bounded as u -+ a,“,. Since each operator A, is compact, we have a,* E ZAV 
for v near zero. This combined with (7-4) yields (7-5). This completes the 
proof. 
The vector Bu in (7-l) is, of course, the derivative from above of A,u with 
respect to q at r = 0. Suppose all the operators A,, have the properties 
assumed in Theorem 4.2, so that 02, is the saddle value of the corresponding 
functional JA . The question naturally arises (and we have not been able to 
answer it). as” to whether it is possible to express some sort of derivative of 
u,*~ with respect o q directly in terms of the derivative of JA, with respect o 
9. 
More generally, suppose it were true that for each q > 0 close to zero we 
have a functional J(q) on K* x K, each having a saddle point (#,*, u,*) with 
saddle value c(r) (for q > 0): 
Is it then true that 
(‘(o+) >.J5’(0+)(4,*9 GY (7-10) 
In the specific case under consideration, with [(a) = a,*, inequality (7-10) 
becomes 
and hence inequality (7-5) of Theorem 7.1 would follow immediately from 
(7-2). 
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